
5  Movie  Inspired  Shoes  for
Your Next Date Night

B
y Marissa Donovan

Do you plan on seeing a movie for your next night out with
your partner? Whether you plan on going to a theater or a
friend’s house to watch a film, we have super cute movie-
inspired shoes to impress your date and movie loving friends!
This is one fashion trend that will never go out of style!

Check out these five movie-inspired
shoes for your next date night!

Burn Book Pink Vans from Mean Girls: You don’t have to go to
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the  movie  theatre  on  a  Wednesday  to  enjoy  these  fetching
sneakers! These shoes will match perfectly with a pink handbag
and a mini skirt. You are sure to have people quoting the
movie with your cute new shoes.

Mean Girl Vans made
by  Lyndsay  Moy
Arts.  Photo:
LyndsayMoyArts/Etsy
.com

Related  Link:  Celebrity  Workout:  Get  Motivated  by  ‘GLOW’
Inspired Workout Looks

Shark Sperry Flats from Jaws:  Make sure not to get any
popcorn butter stains on these jaw dropping shoes! Wear these
thrilling flats with a slim cut skinny jean and beach waves.

Jaw Flats by Sperry. Photo:
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Amazon.com

Related Link: Product Review: PASHA Jewelry for Your Feet &
Hair

Ruby High Heel Sippers from The Wizard of Oz: You don’t need
to click your heels together to have a great movie night! Wear
these flashy red shoes with a red skirt or dress. These heels
will give you an extra lift and naturally give you a red
carpet walk on your way to your movie theater seat.

Red  Glitter  Heels
Platforms  by
Customised  Bling
Thing.  Photo:
CustomisedBlingThing
/Etsy.com

Related Link: Weekend Date Idea: Head Back In Time & Enjoy A
Drive-In Movie

Sunday School Shoes from Moonrise Kingdom: These cute shoes
can be worn with a casual dress or skinny jeans and a simple
shirt. Suzy Bishop may have worn this style with long socks,
but you can just wear them with a short cut sock as well!
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Suzy  Bishop  Sunday  School
Shoes  by  Time  Creates
Memories.  Photo:
TimeCreatesMemories/Etsy.co
m

Related  Link:  Dating  Advice:  First  Date  Fashion  Do’s  And
Don’ts

Adidas  Zissou  Sneakers  from  The  Life  Aquatic  with  Steve
Zisso:  These  sneakers  are  a  creation  from  a  Wes  Anderson
movie! The shoes are selling for a limited time, but you might
be able to buy a pair with a little research online. These
movie inspired shoes will go great will sweats or jeans.

Adidas  Zissou  Shoes  from
Adidas
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Photo:
gavincannon_bitsandbobs/Ins
tagram

Do you know of other movie inspired shoes you could wear for a
date night? Let our readers know in the comments!


